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What ‘Qualitative’
Questions Should Be Asked

When Selecting the Best
Anti-Spyware Solution for

Your Organization
By  E d  E n g l i s h

SECURITY
technology vendors relish throwing out
numbers: We have “X” more customers or “Y”

more products more than any other vendor. We have more >>fill in this
blank with your most-often-heard sales pitch<< to make you more secure.

But if you inquire about what is actually being counted, you often
find the impressive totals may not be as relevant as they first sound.
One such case is the number of spyware threats that some anti-spyware
vendors claim they overcome. As we shall see, this is one numbers
game that shouldn’t be played.

Some anti-spyware providers are boasting they can eliminate almost
100,000 spyware traces, signatures, fingerprints or definitions. At first
mention, it sounds impressive, right? If you’re a member of an IT
department—help desk, operations, security, system management,
desktop management, network admin, etc.—don’t you feel your com-
pany is better protected knowing that you have an anti-spyware defense
system that combats those legions of threats? After all, the larger the
number, the more secure you feel. You can report to your CIO, CTO or
even CEO that you purchased a comprehensive anti-spyware solution
that protects your organization’s thousands of PCs and laptops from a
whopping amount of intrusive malware threats. A big number—let’s
say 100,000 threats—is just what C-level executives like to see in those
high-level quarterly reports. Executives, even product reviewers and IT
analysts, naturally, may think “bigger is better.”

But there is one big problem with that big number: What are the anti-
spyware vendors counting as a threat?

For example, if you sent your army out to disarm the rebels, when
they reported back their success capturing the rebels’ weapons, you
would want to know whether they were counting guns or bullets, rope,
stones, rocket launchers or rockets, right? It’s the same with spyware.

Many anti-spyware vendors count both folders and the individual files
in a folder as countable “threats.” A folder could contain one or 100 files
and even more folders inside the folder, all associated with a single func-
tional spyware product. While deleting the one root folder might eliminate
that spyware problem, some vendors choose to delete each file and folder
individually, for the sole purpose of upping the “threat deleted count.”

Additionally, how many Internet cookies or “false-positives” are
included in a vendor’s gargantuan threat-detection number?
Unfortunately, several notable anti-spyware offerings identify useful
personalization cookies from web sites like The Wall Street Journal and
TV Guide as “spyware.” Sadly, fire alarms go off in these vendors’
products when these are detected, wasting both end-user and help-desk
time dealing with these noninvasive “threats.” An optimal anti-spyware
solution minimizes false positives by adhering to a more responsible
and mature approach to what a legitimate spyware threat is.

Thus, if you are evaluating anti-spyware solutions, don’t be tempted
to ask, “How many spyware threats do you remove or how large is your
definitions database?” Instead, ask more qualitative rather than quanti-
tative questions, like the ones below, in order to get the right anti-spy-
ware solution that meets your needs.

HOW ARE YOU DEFINING SPYWARE?

Spyware is any program that monitors or subverts users’ online actions
without their explicit consent. Many of these programs trick consumers
and corporate workers to supply their personal and confidential informa-
tion. The end result could leave people and organizations vulnerable to
identity and corporate theft. In addition to spyware that is loaded without
any indication to the end user, spyware installation is frequently accom-
plished through deceitful “anti-spyware” tactics as well as lengthy and
cumbersome EULAs (end-user license agreements). For instance, ever
receive a popup message stating, “You just downloaded spyware! Click
here to remove it.” This message is actually from a sly spyware marketer.
By downloading this supposedly anti-spyware program, the user is actu-
ally installing bona-fide spyware. Just recently, the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) shut down the creator of “Spyware Assassin,” one of
the most nefarious users of this technique. It becomes even more furtive
when these marketers include EULAs—which are 50 screens or more in
length! At first glance it all may look legitimate by offering a detailed
EULA, but who really has the inclination and time to read something so
cumbersome. And these sly spyware marketers know that!
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WHAT TYPES OF SPYWARE DO YOU REMOVE?

Most anti-spyware products have the ability to remove standard spyware
threats. The usual suspects include: key loggers, adware, trojans, malware,
browser helper objects, toolbar and search hijackers, etc. However, ask the
vendors how they are handling threats like the browser hijackers
“CoolWebSearch,” “HomeSearch” or “Look2Me”—examples of a new
generation of “polymorphic spyware”? This is perhaps the most challeng-
ing spyware to remove, and it is a vibrant spyware economy, with new vari-
ations being released almost every week. Some products can deal with
older, simpler versions of these now complex spyware threats; however,
they cannot deal with the newer, more tenacious and malicious threats.

Polymorphic spyware defeats traditional filename and signature
scanning techniques by continually modifying its own filenames and
file contents. Even the location where the application is installed may
be random, thus making every installation unique. Due to its continu-
ously morphing and mutating nature, polymorphic spyware cannot be
removed with conventional anti-spyware tools.

HOW ARE YOU CONDUCTING YOUR
SPYWARE RESEARCH?

Obviously, the better sources of identifying spyware behavior, the
better the anti-spyware solution. Some anti-spyware vendors claim use
of Web crawlers to search the Internet, looking for spyware. It makes
for nice press but is akin to combing the entire Atlantic Ocean for fish,
rather than focusing on George’s Bank where the fish are known to be.
Some automation in a spyware harvesting methodology is appropriate,
but detailed analysis of individual programs is required to construct and
maintain a quality anti-spyware database with minimum false positives.

Comprehensive anti-spyware offerings should allow end users to eas-
ily generate spyware reports—with a push of a button—so the symp-
toms and negative impact the spyware caused on a PC or laptop can be
thoroughly and properly investigated. In order to devise a proper rem-
edy, researchers need to know how the spyware behaves on a system.

A quality anti-spyware vendor also should have strong “human”
sources to harvest spyware threats for comprehensive research. A
diverse range of PC end users contracting spyware and providing
reports can be the basis of a robust anti-spyware solution. These human
spyware reporters ideally would include input from corporate IT pro-
fessionals and technicians from help-desk centers, as well as home and
home-office users. Consumers surf different places on the Internet than
business users and tend to pick up the newest, most persistent forms of
spyware before they appear in the corporate environment.

WHERE ARE YOU LOOKING FOR INFECTIONS
ON THE PC?

This is a critical question. As explained with polymorphic hijackers,
this form of spyware can be found in numerous places on a system. In
fact, some spyware variants install themselves into multiple random
locations and “watch each others’ back,” defeating removal attempts by
automatically reinstalling themselves when files from one location are
removed. As spyware creators become more sophisticated and focus
more on defeating anti-spyware tools, not just manual removal
attempts, much more sophisticated removal tools will be required.
Many anti-spyware vendors just check registry keys, the Windows
directory or the desktop. But there are some not-so-visible places that

spyware likes to hide, and anti-spyware products need to scan the entire
system to ensure that every threat is detected.

WHAT TYPES OF SPYWARE SCANNING
TECHNIQUES DO YOU EMPLOY?

This question is closely tied to the one above. It is important for an anti-
spyware solution to provide fast and accurate detection. Some products
are fast; however, they identify spyware simply by filenames. To effi-
ciently minimize false positives and properly test suspect files, expansive
detection techniques must be employed. These techniques include MD5
checksum matching, file and folder name search, registry key scanning,
and monitoring an extensive list of known spyware intrusion points on a
system, such as changes made to the startup group, new browser helper
objects or layered service providers inserted in the network stack.

HOW DO YOU REMOVE SPYWARE ONCE IT
MAKES IT THROUGH YOUR DEFENSES?

An anti-spyware solution that attempts to prevent spyware infiltra-
tion into the corporate network at the network perimeter is a partial
solution. This is true for a variety of reasons. Most organizations have
remote and mobile workers with laptops who are constantly roaming
behind and beyond the corporate firewall. These users are not protected
by “perimeter” defenses and can spread spyware throughout the organ-
ization once they connect inside the firewall. They may bring spyware
into the corporate environment after at-home use of the laptop com-
puter. Another reason that appliance-based solutions are incomplete is
that vendors can only update protection against new forms of spyware
AFTER that new spyware has hit the Internet. By that time, it is most
likely that the threat has penetrated the corporate network, requiring the
ability to scan and clean infected desktops.

HOW DO YOU BLOCK MULTIMEDIA ADS THAT
CARRY SPYWARE?

Spyware is all about money, and spyware vendors are making a lot of
it. This is why they are able to deploy a steady barrage of ever-changing
spyware technologies and tactics to infect systems. One “threat vector”
commonplace now is spyware known to originate from multimedia ads.
It’s also important to provide employees with an efficient browsing
experience—without a cluttered screen full of popups, banners and mul-
timedia ads. The latter is of major concern because these online annoy-
ances not only reduce employee productivity but also waste network
bandwidth. It is estimated that removing online ads can reduce Internet
network traffic by as much as 17 percent. Why add more expensive T1
or T3 lines when you can make better use of what you have now?

HOW OFTEN ARE SPYWARE DEFINITIONS
UPDATED?

Spyware definitions should be delivered on a timely basis, ensuring
that you are protected from new threats as they are deployed. In general,
spyware is usually focused on generating revenue through popup ads,
browser redirection and search-engine manipulation. While immediate
updates may not be as pressing as with anti-virus signatures, which can
cause immediate and serious damage, your anti-spyware vendor needs to
be committed to prompt, timely releases to address new spyware threats.
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WHAT TECHNOLOGIES DO YOU EMPLOY TO
IDENTIFY THE ORIGIN OF THE SPYWARE AND
PROVIDE REAL-TIME PREVENTION?

By knowing how spyware infected a system, steps can be taken to
prevent re-infection. Spyware is often quietly installed onto a computer
by a carrier program. By unmasking the source of spyware, IT depart-
ments can “blacklist” carrier programs to avoid re-infections. (Both
“blacklist” and “whitelist” capabilities are required for a robust anti-
spyware solution.) Real-time protection, like perimeter-based defenses,
intercepts known spyware before it is installed, actively protecting
against spyware, reducing both the risk of compromise of confidential
information, and the burden on the scanning and cleaning process.

DOES THE ANTI-SPYWARE SOLUTION REQUIRE
ANY INTERVENTION ON THE PART OF THE
END USER, OR IMPACT HIS OR HER
PRODUCTIVITY IN ANY WAY?

The No. 1 goal for IT departments is to use tools that are designed to
not interfere with employees’ productivity. Having each end user man-
age his or her own spyware is counter-productive. Some anti-spyware
products have a local user interface that allows the end user to perform
scans or configure scanning options. A true “enterprise-class” solution
will be transparent to the end user; spyware management is by IT staff,
and users are unburdened with having to individually manage their own
spyware cleanup and settings. A user-centric anti-spyware solution will
dynamically manage scan-engine CPU utilization, ensuring that
employees’ use of a PC is granted priority over disk scanning activities.

WITH A CENTRALLY MANAGED ANTI-SPYWARE
SOLUTION, CAN MEMBERS OF OUR IT
DEPARTMENT LOG ONTO ANY PC ON THE
NETWORK AND CHECK THE STATUS OF
SPYWARE SCANS OR ACTIVITIES?

IT staffers, especially in large organizations, frequently are respon-
sible for systems in geographically diverse locations and often are at
someone else’s PC to service a computer. A dedicated anti-spyware
console that can only be operated from a single machine is unproduc-
tive and inconvenient. Your anti-spyware solution should support the
roaming nature of IT departments, providing IT staff with the ability to
manage spyware defenses and settings via a Web-based console, acces-
sible from any desktop in the organization.

In conclusion, remember: by eliminating the “how many” types of
questions and honing in on the “what types of…” and “how do you …”
questions, you will get more useful information that will help you
select the best anti-spyware solution that meets the needs of your
organization. The best solutions will not impair the productivity of your
employees or network, while protecting your organization from the
many costs associated with spyware.  

NaSPA member Ed English is Trend Micro’s general manager of consumer
products, North America.
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